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Wood Pewee on driftwood

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $48.00

Sales price without tax $48.00

Ask a question about this product 
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Description 

WOOD PEWEE on driftwood

 

The Wood Pewee is a dusky grey solitary bird and usually stays hidden until it spots an
insect.  Its wings quiver when it lands on the branches of trees in both pine and hardwood
forests.  It can be heard singing in the early morning and in the evening after dark. The
carving highlights the gentle expression and nature of the wood pewee.

 All of our birds are carved from basswood (a very carveable wood that does not split and
takes paint well.)  The birds are hand-feathered to show texture and detail, the eyes are
glass, feet are copper and they are painted with acrylic paint. 

The pewee is mounted on a unique piece of natural driftwood.  The bird carving is lifesize
and measures 5.5  inches from beak to tail, 3.5 inches from head to foot and has an overall
height of 4 inches.  

Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

SOLD OUT!  IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE NOTIFIED WHEN THE WOOD
PEWEE IS AVAILABLE, PLEASE EMAIL US AT This email address is being
protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. document.getEl
ementById('cloak2b178e28e83fc63478d0d6bf7123a208').innerHTML = ''; var
prefix = 'ma' + 'il' + 'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var
addy2b178e28e83fc63478d0d6bf7123a208 = 'INFO' + '@';
addy2b178e28e83fc63478d0d6bf7123a208 =
addy2b178e28e83fc63478d0d6bf7123a208 + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' +
'COM'; var addy_text2b178e28e83fc63478d0d6bf7123a208 = 'INFO' + '@' +
'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM';document.getElementById('cloak2b178e28e
83fc63478d0d6bf7123a208').innerHTML += '
'+addy_text2b178e28e83fc63478d0d6bf7123a208+''; .
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There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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